1974 honda xl 250
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Touring capabilities for the Honda XL You can also compare bikes. Honda XL is a four stroke cc
motorcycle from Honda introduced in and manufactured through most of the 's. It is an " enduro
" or "dual purpose" bike meaning it physically looks like a dirt bike, and shares many
characteristics with a dirt bike, but it is street legal. The bike is completely mechanically
operated as there are no hydraulics on the bike. The cc motor produces 24 horsepower and the
bike weighs lbs with oil, grease, and gasoline. Fuel capacity is 2. Demand for this model has
remained high among collectors and enthusiasts. Claimed horsepower was The engine was a
air cooled single cylinder, four-stroke. Fuel was supplied by a single carburetor. The engine's 4
valves were operated by a single overhead camshaft OHC. It came with a 3. Stopping was
achieved via expanding brake in the front and a expanding brake in the rear. The front
suspension was a Air assisted telescopic fork while the rear was equipped with a dual shock
swing arm. The XLR was fitted with a 2. The Honda Motosport XL was sold in One color was
available: Custom Silver Metallic. The fuel tank, fenders, and headlight shell were silver while
the fuel tank stripes and fender stripes were red. The side cover was black without emblems.
The engine was a cc 4-stroke OHC 4-valve single cylinder with a 5-speed transmission. The
frame serial number began XL while it is significant that the engine serial number began SLE
rather than XL -- which shows its relation to the Motosport series. The gas tank stripes were
orange and black. The "XL" muffler and side cover emblems were orange and white. The side
cover and headlight shell were black. The instrumentation was tilted toward the rider. The serial
number began XL The gas tank was a 2-tone red and black. The fenders and side covers were
black. The "XL" muffler and side cover emblems were red and white. The headlight shell was
silver. The gas tank and side covers were blue. The fenders were white, color impregnated
plastic. The frame was new and the chassis design featured an upswept exhaust. The intake
manifold was center mounted. The gas tank stripes were black, red, and light orange. The "XLS"
side cover decal was black and white. The front wheel was 23" while the back was 18". The
instrumentation featured only a speedometer. The engine was a cc OHC 4-valve single cylinder
with 2 head pipes. The transmission was a 5-speed. The serial number began XLS The gas tank
stripes were black, red, and yellow. The gas tank and side cover stripes were red, orange, and
white. The "XLS" side cover logo was white. The control levers and kickstarter arm were black.
The speedometer had an 85 mph km limit. The gas tank and side covers were 2-tone red and
black. The "XLS" side cover logo was red and white. The swingarm was painted silver. There
was a 2-piece instrumentation: speedometer and indicator light pod. The engine was a cc OHC
4- valve single cylinder with 2 head pipes. The gas tank, side covers, fenders, and frame were
red. The engine was black while the swing arm was silver. The front wheel was 21" while the
back was 17". It now had a volt electrical system and Pro-Link suspension. The engine was a cc
OHC 4-valve single cylinder with 2 exhaust pipes. The transmission was a 6-speed. The "XL"
logo on the side of the seat was solid white. The "R" side cover had a graphic design. The
headlamp was rectangular with a number plate cowling. The seat and fork boots were black. The
"R" side cover decal was white while the number plate panels were black. It also had a 6-speed
transmission. The Honda wing tank decal was red, white, and blue. The "R" tank decal was
white and blue. The seat and fork boots were blue. The number plate panels were yellow. The
Honda wing tank decal was red, orange, and yellow. The "R" tank decal was red and blue. The
engine color was red. The number plate panels were black. The "R" tank decal was blue and red.
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Honda GN4 10W Service Manual. In the early s, Honda had a dilemma. Off-highway bikes were
selling like cold beer in July, and the sweet spot in the market was the quarter-liter class. What
to do? A fresh start was required, and Honda came up with a groundbreaking design that
defined dual-sport bikes for at least a decade, anticipating as it did the demise of 2-stroke
trailies. To compete, Honda created the first mass-produced overhead-cam, 4-valve motorcycle
engine. The compact and over-square cc engine used a A 28mm Keihin carburetor provided
fuel, with ignition to the central spark plug by flywheel magneto. The aluminum alloy cylinder
was lined with an iron sleeve and the piston drove a sturdy crank running on two roller mains. A
trochoidal oil pump provided pressure lubrication to the big end bearing and valve train. Engine
cases were in aluminum with side covers in then-exotic magnesium alloy. Primary gears fed
power to the 5-speed transmission through a 7-plate wet clutch. The drivetrain fitted into a spine
frame with a single tube loop under the engine, and the aluminum-rim, inch rear wheel was
controlled by 5-way adjustable dual shocks. At the front, Honda borrowed the latest fork
technology from Ceriani, using a piston to control damping. Attached to the Ceriani forks was a
inch aluminum-rim front wheel. Compared with its competition, the Honda was around pounds
heavier, in spite of the magnesium components. Cycle magazine speculated that
cost-containment may have caused production engineers to spec a mild steel frame with
heavier gauge tubes instead of high-alloy steel. On the plus side, the lights and battery were
wired with quick-disconnect plugs, and could be easily removed, saving 13 pounds. There was
not a hill encountered in our test that the bike would not deal with. Adding hand guards was
recommended. Overall, though, most testers really enjoyed the XL, finding it smoother over the
rough than the 2-stroke competition and more tractable at low revs, saving downshifts. And that
it did. Well-built and tough, there are plenty of survivors out there. Just keep an eye out for oil
leaks from the countershaft sprocket: Fixing it means splitting the cases. A year before the XL
came on the scene, Cycle magazine conducted a six-way test in its August issue among the cc
offroad bikes then on the market. Suzuki by a whole bunch â€¦ the Suzuki TSR is the finest
motorcycle of its type available for purchase in the United States. Otherwise, the R followed a
similar pattern to the TS, with a rugged cc piston-port 2-stroke engine derived from the TM
motocrosser , with oil fed to the timing side main bearing and big end roller as well as intake oil
injection. The primary side main bearing was lubricated by transmission oil, and a gear primary
drive fed a plate wet clutch and 5-speed gearbox. Oddly, for an offroad bike fitted with trials
tires, the front wheel was inch diameter though a inch option was available. Suspension was
5-way adjustable, at the rear only. A useful feature, noted Cycle World , was the primary
kickstarter, allowing the Savage to be restarted in gear. A good value for the money. They had
the same bore and stroke, similar construction and matching performance. They recommended
a 3. Suzuki had gotten well enough honed that we let go of selling OSSAs as enduro machines.
The XL was good also but noticed it did have too rearward weight bias for confident cornering.
Motorcycle Classics is America's premier magazine for collectors and enthusiasts, dreamers
and restorers, newcomers and life long motorheads who love the sound and the beauty of
classic bikes. Sign In. Register Today! Just Right: Honda XL The Honda XL defined dual-sport
bikes with its groundbreaking design and became one of the most popular offroad motorcycles
ever. The Honda XL sold well, despite a few niggles. Photo courtesy Honda. Continue Reading.
Share your thoughts. Related Content. Xs Print. Add to cart. How To Repair Your Motorcycle.
Moto Guzzi: The Complete Story. Ariel Red Hunter Print. The MV Agusta Museum. Red Eliason.
All in the Family: Yamaha XS The sound and the fury: celebrate the machines that changed the
world! Join Today! Make Honda. Model XL This is an excellent motorcycle with original miles!
Semi restored with lots of OEM parts. Semi restored with lots of OEM parts: exhaustseat
covermirrorsside coverscables, etc. Bike has new tires, stainless-steel spokes, hubs repainted,
tank and fenders repainted to OEM standards. It runs excellent, is currently registered, pink in
hand. Comes with the original Owner's Manual and an original sales brochure from It comes out
of a private collection in Southern California. Email with questions or call: no texting please.
New fork seals, engine seals, sprockets and chain. New shocks. Starts and idles great. Super
commuter bike and trail bike. Bike is in original condition with original engine and all parts.
Make Yamaha. Model YZF. The YZF is even better for Model CRFF. Everyone knows that Honda
makes awesome dirt bikes. An electric starter makes it easy to get underway, while a four-speed
transmission gives you all the control of a full-sized bike. Make Polaris. Model Ranger This is a
Honda XL four stroke. It is partially restored. The only things not restored are the wheels and
the rear tail light. Below is a list of what has been restored: The motor has been completely
rebuilt with new seals and gaskets, etc. There is a slight discoloration on the rear fender as
shown. It is barely noticeable New grips New battery New headlight The motor has been

repainted the original color It has a new seat cover and foam The shocks have been polished.
The left front fork has a scratch on it as shown The gas tank is brand new with no dents or
scratches The exhaust has been repainted. All the lights and turn signals work. It comes with
the original key. The seat lock and wheel lock work. The tires have a lot of tread left, no
cracking. I only have the left mirror. I will mail that to the buyer. The only rust on this bike is at
the license plate holder as shown. The odometer shows miles. This speedometer was on it
when I bought it. It is not the original speedometer. I have no idea how many miles were on the
bike before the speedometer was replaced. But there are no miles on the new motor unless
someone comes to rest ride it. The motor is strong running. No leaks. This is a beautiful bike
that runs as good as it looks. The wheels have some paint chipped off as shown. I have the title.
No warranty. All costs are the responsibility of the buyer. If you use a shipping company, I will
make myself available on the pickup date. Contact me through email after the sale to discuss
payment and pick up arrangements. Will sell worldwide as long as you make all the shipping
arrangements - all costs are the responsibility of the buyer. This is for both my and your
protection. This bike came from the original owner who purchased it new as a left over in Bike is
a nice example of a original unrestored bike in my opinion. Tank looks good with some light
surface rust on outside and inside looks good. Speedometer and muffler are missing. As well as
clutch handle and purch. Owners grandkids dropped it and broke lever. Trans shifts good
through all gears. Speedometer was at 13,xxx before it was vandalized them removed. Seat
latch needs work too. What you see in pics is what I have for bike. Bike is being sold as is where
is. I will help in any way I can with shipping, buyer must remove bike within 60 days of end of
auction and pay in full within 4 days of end of auction. Thanks and happy bidding!!!! Model SL.
Attention collectors, I have 3 Dual purpose Honda Motorcycles for sale. Also a XL cc with orig
miles has original Dunlop tires on it and also in great shape with rolling chasis parts bike. I
would like to sell these as a set to a collector but will consider seperating. Please call Paul for
more info before 9pm at Grants Pass, OR. Lawrenceville, GA. Williamsburg, VA. Gresham, OR.
Burnet, TX. Ridgefield, WA. Gloucester, VA. Alert Successfully Created. Save search.
Motorcycles for Sale Honda Xl Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Honda
Model -. Year - Make - Model -. Category - Engine cc cc Posted Over 1 Month. Category Dirt
Bikes Engine Year Make Polaris Model Ranger Make Honda 4 Polaris 1 Yamaha 1. ZIP Code.
Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Make Honda.
This bike has been modified with a FT cc engine. All components work as they should. Tires are
New. Chain and Sprockets are in good working order. All Cables and Switches function as they
should smooth and crisp. I am no longer able to ride. This machine has been hand crafted. I
rode it about 3 years ago. I put 17 miles on during it's testing. Ran Very Strong!! Engine make
no unusual sounds. I have all these extra parts that I intended to have aroundso when I
completed the bike I would all ready these hard to find parts for a FT Honda Engine. But due to
health reasons I must sell. Model XL. Needs speedometer cable. Serious inquiries only. Model
CRFF. Take our CRFF, for example. In addition, the CRFF features both an effortless electric
starter and a kick starter, as well. The CRFF is a great off-road, fun bike that younger riders are
going to love. Model XL R. Motor is stuck,this is a parts or project bike. Make Harley-Davidson.
Charcoal Denim on this slim fitting, nimble cruiser! What a great look-send us a note if you are
curious about it. We will make it easy to do business with us, at Big Barn Harley Davidson!
Model Interceptor VFR This is the bike that started the crotch rocket fad. These bikes were only
made for three years and are getting harder and harder to find in this condition. We are offering
a very special bike which fits the vintage rider who is looking for low seat height, strong usable
power and a truly classic look. This Honda XL has been built to race motocross, scrambles, tt or
flat track, truly a very capable bike in any of those types of races. Front forks are early Honda
Elsinore and rear shocks are Works Performance. We just installed new custom exhaust with
megaphone silencer, new clutch, new whirl pull throttle, new Mikuni carb, new air cleaner, wide
pegs and new kill button all in the last two months. The bike was raced once by a slow 65 year
old Vet rider, me! I certainly didn't come close to using the bikes potential, but the fun factor
was off the charts. The bike pulls like a tractor, shifts smooth and handles surprising well for
her age and weight. The tank and frame have been painted all white to give it a Mugen Honda
look. The seat is solid, wheels and spokes are strong and true and the tires are in great shape. It
is very seldom we say, this but this is a true race ready bike, just gas her up, put on your
numbers and enjoy! Jim Weaver This is a survivor. First year Honda XL in original condition.
They have become near impossible to find unmolested. It has knobbies that will need to be
replaced for riding on the street, but I have been riding it on my property and road. The key is
original and has been relocated to the bar mount, but can be moved to the original spot under
the tank. Original paint, fenders, sidecovers, all in amazing shape for their age. The bike runs
and rides great and just had a tuneup and oilchange. Great compression and power, no smoke

or noise. There is a spot on the downpipe that needs to be repaired. This bike is a great rider as
is and could be restored back to new paint if desired. I love the bike as is. Tank is clean inside
and the carb was cleaned when tuned up recently. Payment by wire transfer or USPS money
orders. Payment is to be made in 3 days, so sending overnight may be nessesary if you don't do
a wire transfer. Shipping is totally the buyer's responsibility. I have a few shippers depending
on where you live. Pickup in person is fine provided the bike is paid for in advance as stated
above. Model SL. Attention collectors, I have 3 Dual purpose Honda Motorcycles for sale. Also a
XL cc with orig miles has original Dunlop tires on it and also in great shape with rolling chasis
parts bike. I would like to sell these as a set to a collector but will consider seperating. Please
call Paul for more info before 9pm at Hollywood, FL. Thousand Oaks, CA. Huntington Beach,
CA. Gresham, OR. Gloucester, VA. South Kingstown, RI. Alamo, CA. Alert Successfully Created.
Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Honda Xl Year Make Honda Model -. Category - Engine cc
Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine cc cc Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine - Posted
Over 1 Month. Category - Engine Posted Over 1 Month. Make Honda 9 Harley-Davidson 1.
Category Beta Dual Purpose Motorcycles 1. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search.
Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. XL History. When it appeared it was the first modern
four-stroke enduro motorcycle and the first mass-produced four-valve motorcycle. The first
four-valve single was the Ricardo Triumph four-valve of the s, and the first four-valve engine
was the Indian 8-valve V2 racer of The XL, and the later XL, laid the groundwork for the
revolutionary big modern four-stroke-enduro wave. The XL is an "enduro" or dual-sport bike
meaning it physically looks like a dirt bike, and shares many characteristics with a dirt bike, but
it is street-legal and intended for on- and off-road use. The cc 4-stroke motor produces 24
horsepower at the wheel. Fuel capacity is 2. Demand for this model has remained high among
collectors and enthusiasts. An interesting observation with the XLs models was their narrow
streamlining, being only 12 inches at their widest point excluding the handlebars. The Xl
introduced few changes, however during its production the rear chain tensioner was added. The
XLS was the last year to have the unique inch front wheel, rear twin shock, and 6-volt electrical
system. It also had upgraded rear brakes in a larger hub and a modified 5 plate clutch, and
handsome twin speedo and tacho gauges in the Australian, continental variants. In the engine
had the balancing cam sprocket driven rather than chain making the engine quieter and a
six-speed gearbox was introduced with an automatic cam chain tensioner. From Honda reverted
to the inch front wheel and introduced the rear single shock suspension, known as the Pro-Link,
and a volt system. The to models were equipped with dual carburetors and the RFVC type of
engine. The XL series were replaced with the short-lived NX series in to The early s witnessed a
flurry of development in off-road and dual-purpose bikes that is still without peer for its
diversity and excellence in execution. This was an era of free-wheeling experimentation; the
desert racing scene was huge at this time, and on any given weekend hundreds of hard-bitten
racers would line up toe-to-toe on everything from 90cc two-strokes to cc British twin-cylinder
desert sleds. Two-stroke motorcycles from Europe were often a dominant force in racing at this
time, and although Honda had achieved some success with the SL, a dual-purpose variant of
the venerable road-going CB twin, dealers and consumers alike were begging for a
purpose-built Honda dirt bike. Honda delivered with the XL Motosport, a single-cylinder thumper
with a trick four-valve head, upswept exhaust system and a serious off-road chassis, high
fenders and all. The first XL wasn't perfect, but it was definitely inspired, as Cycle magazine
enthused about "Honda's first-declared all-out dirt bike," in its April ride test of the XL
Motosport. Specifically, the technical analysis virtually waxed poetic about the elegant
four-valve head, and raved that "the intake port is divided upstream of the valve-heads-a casting
masterpiece! On straight sections, the XL would inexorably pull away and keep on pulling away.
A few months later, a race report in the October issue by Cycle's desert aficionado Dale Boller
detailed how the XL took the overall win at the much-vaunted Virginia City Grand Prix. This
event was described as a "money-paying half-scramble, half-motocross affair" that tallied 10
laps over an incredibly rugged mile course. Case in point: out of the entrants in the Sunday
main event, only 73 finished! Regarding the event-winning XL, "Ron Jones was riding one of the
four-valve Hondas, the machine all of the expert magazine road-testers said would never be a
threat in major competition. For his efforts, Ron Jones took home a pound brick of solid
Comstock silver. For Honda's four-stroke single-cylinder dirt bikes, there was much, much more
to come. Home Manufacturer Contact. Honda XL Make Model. Four stroke, single cylinder, OHC.
Bore x Stroke. Cooling System. Air cooled. Compression Ratio. Single 28mm Keihin carburettor.
Battery and coil. Max Power. Max Torque. Multiple disc in oil bath. Final Drive. Semi double
cradle. Front Suspension. Telescopic forks. Rear Suspension. Swinging fork. Front Brakes.
Rear Brakes. Front Tyre. Rear Tyre. Fuel Capacity. Skip to main content of results for "honda xl
parts". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review. From Our
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